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About This Game

bou, sr.pate and 8 ball woke up in a strange place, then a mysterious guy summons 7 monster to destroy our friends and the
world, help bou and your friends to stop his plans and bring peace to the world.

with turn-based RPG, chinchila game the Seven Virus Knights bring that nostalgia and a lot of games references.

features:
- over 100 combatants
- over 150 equipments

- 123 recipes to craft new itens
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- +12 hours of gameplay
- a lot of easter eggs

- fully support dualshock controller (xbox controller don't work yet)
- bad english language

- over 150 abilities
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Ryan Carlos
Publisher:
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Release Date: 28 Nov, 2017
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cg the seven virus knights

Boring story, terrible controls, awkward graphics.. Only been playing for an hour or so at this point but I actually really enjoy
the game. It is obviously not done by a native English speaker but I actually like how it reads. Got Killed by the D.A.R.E Lion,
10\/10 would not drop my small grass ever. There was a bug in the water part of the same area where you can get stuck in the
rocks and have to reload but it wasn't a big issue. ALSO save points restore health now so the game is much more manageable.
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